
SAILORS of STEAM and STORM – a Thought Check Games One-Pager 
You are a machine; a thing of gears and springs, iron bars and lacquered wood, and more than anything else, steam. You’re flying, miles 

above the surface of the Earth, on an airship you were designed to run and maintain. The airship, and its crew, was created by one soli-

tary genius, who is even now sitting in the captain’s chair. It’s been over a hundred years since your creator has given you new orders… 

or spoken… or moved in any way, but you keep the airship going, even as time and nature tear it down. It’s what you were made to do.   

 

Steam and Storm is a one-shot RPG in which the players portray steam-powered robots, futilely attempting to keep their flying ship running, well 

after their captain is dead. There are two basic gameplay modes… ―Wacky steampunk and explosion‖ and ―grim, hopeless trudge into 

doom.‖ Both use the same rules… you should all agree on what mode you will be playing. Either way, the core of the game is clever justifi-

cation: coming up with reasonable-sounding explanations for your wild perversions of mechanics, whether they are in service of zany robot 

antics and hilarity, or desperately clinging to a shred of familiarity in a meaningless, nihilistic existance 

CHARACTER CREATION 

 Though all the robots are made from one basic template, you are hand crafted and potentially unique in your construction. You are primarily 

described by your components—the specially-created parts which allow you to interact with the world. 

Hydraulic Musculature are your source of strength Clockwork Manipulators provide your dexterity 

Gyroscopic Stabilizers contribute to your speed and balance Sensory Transducers are your source of perception 

Analytical Engines are your source of intelligence Emergency Shunts are used as backup power for other components 

A Boiler powers all of your other components. Integral Weaponry is used to attack others 

Performing actions will require you to use a ―relevant component‖; to perform a feat of strength, use your hydraulics, et cetera.  Each com-

ponent is measured by how much Steam it can hold. You have twenty Steam Capacity points; divvy them among the components, giving none 

more than 5. You may give a component zero Steam Capacity, indicating the component is non-functional; you still operate with non-functional 

or even destroyed components, but your effectiveness is severely impaired. 

Create a Last Order. This is the last, random thing your creator told you to do. For instance: ―Monitor our altitude,‖ ―Wait here,‖ or ―Bring 

me a coffee.‖ It must be specific and NOT related to repairing the airship… it was in perfect working order when your creator died.  

Record your designation and appearance, and fill your components to capacity with Steam. 

GAMEPLAY 

Conflict Resolution: Actions are considered ―Trivial,‖ ―Simple,‖ ―Difficult‖ or ―Contested.‖ Trivial actions are those you cannot fail, even if 

you are missing components, such as speaking, pressing buttons, or plodding through the ship. Simple actions will succeed if you can spend one 

Steam from the relevant component. 

Difficult actions take more oomph; spend some or all of the Steam in the relevant component, and roll a d6, adding the Steam you spent to 

the result. Rolling a 5 or above is a success. Some factors, such as performing under time pressure, or performing while distracted, increase this 

target number. Increase the target number by 1 for each negative factor, to a maximum target number of 8. Regardless of your end result, a roll of 

1 on the die is a Critical Failure: the task fails, and the ship becomes somehow damaged in the attempt. 

If two entities are actively competing with one another, the action is Contested; both players spend Steam and roll, as with Difficult actions, 

with the higher roll winning. If one party has a marked advantage over the other, he may add 1 to his roll. The winner MAY declare that the loser 

is injured, which reduces the relevant component’s Steam Capacity by one. If the Steam Capacity is currently zero, the component is Destroyed. 

If the loser rolled a one, it is a Critical Failure, and his boiler will lose one Steam Capacity (in addition to any injury the other party might inflict). 

If you are performing an action which is directly fulfilling your Last Order, you are especially competent at it. You may re-roll the d6 if you 

fail, but you must take the latter result. You CANNOT take actions which would directly countermand your Last Order. 

Health and Steam: Your boiler creates Steam; spend an hour at rest to completely fill your boiler. At any point, you may divert Steam from 

your boiler into other components; you may spend as much or as little as you like, but this Steam is automatically added, one point at a time, to 

the component which has the least Steam. If two or more components have the same amount, you may pick which it is added to. If a component 

has reached its Steam Capacity, it can take no more Steam. Your emergency shut is charged like any other component. At any point, you may 

divert ALL of the shunt’s Steam into ONE other component. If the diverted Steam would be greater than  the  

component’s Steam Capacity, the excess is lost. You may not replace lost Steam Capacity, however you may spend an hour on a Difficult action 

to move a Steam Capacity point from any one component to any other; you cannot add Steam Capacity to Destroyed or Sacrificed components. If 

your boiler is Destroyed or Sacrificed, you will not make any more Steam. When you completely run out, you will cease to function altogether.  

Maintaining the Ship: The ship’s general well-being is measured by its Altitude, which starts off at 8 (representing, roughly, 8 kilometers). 

Major Disasters lower the ship’s maximum Altitude by one level each. Whenever it takes Damage, it loses one level in Altitude. Whenever Dam-

age is fixed, it gains one level, if it can. The ship gains one level every hour, up to its max. 

Repairing Damage is a Difficult action requiring at least a 6 or higher to succeed. Repairing a Major Disaster is a contested action against the 

GM, representing the forces of nature. If you fail on this action, the ship is Damaged.  You may automatically succeed, however, by sacrificing a 

component which might help—you pull it out of your own body and use it to fix the ship. This repairs the Major Disaster without a roll, and the 

ship gains two levels of Altitude (up to its max), but you can no longer use this component. 

Major Disasters can affect one of eight different parts of the ship, and each has a different effect. 

Main Body – Major Disasters gain one Nature Point per hour, up to five. Armor – All Ravages take +1 to their rolls. 

Observatorum – The GM’s Ravages are kept secret until they cause damage. Central Generator – Robots gain one less Steam per hour. 

Life Support – Rolls to repair any other part get +1 to the target number. Air Screws – Max Altitude is reduced by 2. 

Defensive Autocannon – GM gets 5 additional Nature Points per hour. Mechanical Pilot – The ship cannot gain altitude on its own. 

Ravages of Nature: The GM gets 5 ―Nature Points‖ per player (including herself), and may spend these to wreak havoc. She spends these 

points to spawn damage-causing Ravages—birds, storms, things of that nature.  Declare what it’s targeting and put up to five Nature Points into 

it. You can perform a Difficult action, spending Nature Points like Steam, no more than once every ten minutes per Ravage. Robots may attempt 

to destroy the Ravages before they cause Damage… once it’s caused Damage, the Ravage shouldn’t cause more, but if it still exists after the 

Damage is repaired, it might try again. Ravages naturally gain a Nature Point every hour, up to five. 

Damaged sections which haven’t been repaired for an hour or more may be upgraded into Major Disasters. Declare what’s going wrong, and 

spend up to five Nature Points, which will be spent like Steam during Contested actions. 

The GM creates other, non-damaging obstacles at will, but should spend one Nature Point for especially intrusive or annoying problems. 

The End: When the ship’s Altitude reaches zero, it crashes to the ground. Generally, that’s the end of the game , but who knows? 
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Steam and Storm Character Sheet 

DESIGNATION___________________________________ PLAYER NAME_______________________________________ 

Hydraulic Musculature. Pistons which 

allow your limbs to overcome resistance… 

you need them to lift anything larger than a 

sheet of paper, let alone a fallen bulkhead. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 

Sacrificed □ 

Destroyed □ 

Gyroscopic Stabilizers. Devices in your legs 

which keep you upright and balanced. With-

out them, you would move only in slow, 

plodding, very thoughtful steps. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 

Sacrificed □ 

Destroyed □ 
Analytical Engines. Ever-whirring masses of 

cogs and springs which control your higher 

reasoning, and allow you to make decisions 

beyond your most basic programming. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 

Sacrificed □ 

Destroyed □ 
Boilers. Exactly what they sound like: cham-

bers which belch forth the steam which ulti-

mately powers all your other functions. 

Without a boiler, you will cease to function. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 

Sacrificed □ 

Destroyed □ 
Clockwork Manipulators. Delicate, com-

plex fingers designed for mechanical repair, 

which you need to use your hands as anything 

more than crude grasping claws. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 

Sacrificed □ 

Destroyed □ 
Emergency Shunts. Useful storage spaces, 

where excess steam is held in reserve for 

immediate dispersal to other systems, without 

you have no short-term recovery. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 

Sacrificed □ 

Destroyed □ 
Sensory Transducers. Linked optical, audi-

tory, and electroactive sensors which let you 

experience the world. Without them you 

maneuver by memory and hearsay. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 

Sacrificed □ 

Destroyed □ 
Integrated Weaponry. Projectile tossers, not 

unlike miniature crossbows, build directly 

into your arm. Without these, you must resort 

to throwing bullets at you enemies.  
0 1 2 3 4 5 

Sacrificed □ 

Destroyed □ 
 

LAST ORDER: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

SHIP STATUS: 

Main Body 
Damaged □ 

Major Disaster □ 

The chassis of the airship, made from a re-structured sailing vessel, the Main Body holds every-

thing together. When it’s not solid, the ship shakes, aggravating any other problems. (Major 

Disasters gain one Nature Point per hour, up to five) 

Armor  
Damaged □ 

Major Disaster □ 

Hundreds of thin metal sheets which overlap like scales along the outer bulkheads, deterring 

minor impacts and ablating larger ones. If it’s not working, the first line of defense is severely 

weakened. (All Ravages take +1 to their rolls) 

Air Screws  
Damaged □ 

Major Disaster □ 

Massive propellers which ponderously spin, pushing the airship on its eternal trip around the 

world. If they cannot function, the ship loses its momentum, and begins to glide downward. 

(Max Altitude is reduced by 2) 

Defensive  

Autocannon 
Damaged □ 

Major Disaster □ 

The airship was never intended to be used offensively, but the Creator did assemble a weapons 

system to stave off aggressors before they got too close. There’s no telling how many threats 

might sweep in were it to break down. (GM gets 5 additional Nature Points per hour) 

Central Generator 
Damaged □ 

Major Disaster □ 

The steam which courses through your body comes from your own boiler, but the energy you 

use to boil it comes from the Central Generator. If needed, you can get by for some weeks on 

stored energy, but you would lose some power. (Robots gain one less Steam per hour) 

Observatorum 
Damaged □ 

Major Disaster □ 

A dome atop the airship, bristling with photographic, audiophonic, and even more esoteric sen-

sors. It communicates vital information to the crew; without it, the ship is blind. (The GM’s 

Ravages are kept secret until they cause damage) 

Life Support 
Damaged □ 

Major Disaster □ 

A collection of lush gardens and powerful pumps, to keep the air pressurized and breathable. 

You do not need this system, as you are not alive, but you have been programmed to give it 

perpetual top priority. (Rolls to repair any other part add to the target number) 

Mechanical Pilot 
Damaged □ 

Major Disaster □ 

An automaton much like yourself, but welded directly into the helm and charges solely with 

flying the ship until the Creator stops him. If the Mechanical Pilot cannot function, there is no 

one to compensate for the ship’s drifting off-course. (The ship doesn’t gain altitude every hour) 

ALTITUDE 

8 
8,000m 

7 
7,000m 

6 
6,000m 

5 
5,000m 

4 
4,000m 

3 
3,000m 

2 
2,000m 

1 
1,000m 

0 
CRASHED! 

 


